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What is cooperative education? 
Cooperative education refers to the practice of having children work 
together in groups to complete classroom tasks such as problem solving, 
reports, etc ... The term cooperative education refers to a method of 
classroom management and is not intended to fully replace teacher-
directed learning. In a cooperative learning classroom, the students learn 
the benefits of working together and sharing ideas, information, and 
learning strategies. Students grow to understand that while each is 
accountable for his/her own work, cooperating with others is a more 
efficient way to get things finished as well as a wonderful method of 
learning new things. In addition to the benefits already mentioned, 
students in a cooperative learning environment also learn interpersonal 
and group skills which they will use for the rest of their lives. 
Dianne Augustine, Kristen Gruber, and Lynda Hanson, a group of 
elementary teachers, attended workshops on cooperative learning and 
have successfully incorporated it into their own classrooms. In an article 
they wrote for Educational Leadership, they state: 
"If other educators believe as we do that higher achievement, 
increased acceptance of differences, improved attitudes toward 
school, and enhanced self-esteem are valuable goals for all 
children, then we all need to promote the continued use of 
cooperative education."1 
Other educators echo this sentiment, and research continues to 
support cooperative education. In a handout used by Dr. Susan Page for 
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teacher-training workshops, she lists several benefits gained by students 
in cooperative learning classrooms. Included in her list is higher self-
esteem, more effective interpersonal skills, positive behavior toward one 
another, positive feelings about school, and the ability to better function in 
society.2 
Dennis Adams, in an article for Teaching K-8, states that by 
working together in groups, children "learn how to take different points of 
view into account."3 When children begin to realize that there are many 
sides to every problem, they become less egocentric in both their learning 
and their resolution of conflict. Teachers may use this to their advantage 
by having the children work together in groups to enhance learning and to 
solve conflicts in the classroom . 
The benefits of cooperative education are easily seen, and 
support readily found. However, because cooperative learning is a 
method of classroom organization and management, attention must be 
paid to how a cooperative education program is established and carried 
on in the classroom. 
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How is a cooperative learning classroom 
established? 
Cooperative learning is not necessarily difficult to establish in a 
classroom, but it should be introduced gradually and with much 
evaluation,both on the part of the teacher and the students. This method 
of classroom management gives the students more responsibility in 
completing their work and calls for them to work in groups. Dr. Susan 
Page suggests the following steps when implementing a cooperative 
learning situation in the classroom: 
"1. Make up the groups yourself. 
2. Seat students close to their group members. 
3. Start out with small groups. 
4. Integrate group work into your existing curriculum. 
5. Assign each student a job or role. 
6. Make expectations of group behavior clear. 
7. Observe and question while students are working. 
8. After each session have each group answer two questions: 
What did we do well today in working together? What could 
we do even better tomorrow?"4 
Numerous methods of having students work together, choose 
partners, etc ... exist, and each teacher must evaluate and adapt these 
methods for his/her own use. Several reccomend methods for using 
cooperative learning are attached to this report, also accompanying this 
information is a file containing articles, suggestions, and resources for 
teachers. In addition, the file contains classroom activities, bulletin 
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boards, and displays that promote cooperative learning and help enable 
children to gain as much from the cooperative learning situation as 
possible . 
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Footnotes 
1 Cooperation Works!, Augustine, Dianne K., Gruber, Kristin D., and 
Hanson, Lynda R., EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 
1989/January 1990. 
2Literature and Cooperative Learning--A Perfect Match!, Page, Susan E. 
3/nvo/ving Students in Cooperative Learning, Adams, Dennis N., 
TEACHING K-8: April 1990. 
4Literature and Cooperative Learning--A Perfect Match!, Page, Susan E. 
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Sources 
The Affirmation of Self, Morris, Jimmy Oliver, TEACHING K-8: 
August/September 1990. 
Cooperation Works!, Augustine, Dianne K, Gruber, Kristin D., and Hanson, 
Lynda R., EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/ January 1990. 
A Fresh Approach to Fighting Prejudice, Ferguson, Linda W. and Salazar, 
Maria G., EDUCATION AND SOCIETY: Summer 1988. 
Involving Students in Cooperative Learning, Adams, Dennis N., TEACHING 
K-8: April 1990. 
Literature and Cooperative Learning--A Perfect Match!, Page, Susan E. 
Making a World of Difference, Golub, Ellen, EDUCATION AND SOCIETY: 
Wi nter 1989. 
On Cooperative Learning: A Conversation with Spencer Kagan, Brandt, 
Ron, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/January 1990. 
Soothing the Sting of Rejection, Campbell, Joan Daniels, LEARNING '90: 
September 1990. 
Time for a Change?, O'Neal, Judy, TEACHING K-8: March 1990. 
You Can Help Reduce Children's Prejudices, Gore, Deborah, CREATIVE 
CLASSROOM: September 1990. 
* All 1989 and 1990 issues of the following magazines were also used for 
lesson ideas, strategies, etc ... The material found in these magazines was 
general and most were non-specific. 
TEACHING K-8 
LEARNING '90 
-"Clock partners" 
This is a method used for children to chose parnters for 
cooperative learning situations. It allows the teacher to have a good 
deal of control over which children are partners at a given time, but 
the children are completely resposilble for choosing their partners. 
Each child is given a large clock face with the numbers printed 
on it. They must fmd someone to be their partner for each hour on 
the clock. They may not repeat any child as a partner and the 
arrangement is reciprical(if Sue is John's one-o-clock, then John is 
Sue's one-o-clock). If one child asks another to be his/her partner 
for a given hour and that child has that hour open, he/she may not 
refuse. 
Once the children have filled in their clocks, the teacher may 
ask them at various times during the day to meet with their Two-o-
clock partners(for example). Because he/she can see which children 
are paired at different hours on the clocks, he/she can control 
which children are paired for certain activities by calling out an hour 
in which the children he/ she wishes to be together are paired. 
This method also forces the children to be paired with children 
they may not have formerly associated with, those of different 
ability levels, etc ... However, the children still feel in control because 
they did pick with whom they would be paired. 
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On Cooperative Learning: A Conversation with Spencer Kagan, Brandt, 
Ron, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/January 1990. 
Group Discussion Three-Step Interview 
Slep~ in the Proces;: 
1. The teacher asks a low-consensus 
question. 
1. Students torm two pdirs within their 
teJms oi iour Jnd cundutt J une-wJY 
interview in PJirs. 2. Studt'nts talk it over in groups. 
• Unequal participation 
• Not ,III partiLip.Jte 
2. Students reverse roles: interviewers 
Occome the intl'rviewees. 
3. Students roundrubln: each student 
t,lkes J turn sh'lfing injormation leJrned 
in Ihe interview. 
Characteristics: 
• EquJI partillpatiun 
All pJrliup,lIe 
• No indiviuual a(LOuntJbility Individual Jccountabilily 
1/2 ul (1,15S lall..ing ,II J time • 1/4 oj clJSS talking at .I time 
.. 
.' 
Fig. 2. Numbered Heads Together 
1. The teJcher hJS students number oj( 
within groups, so that eJch student has d 
number: 1,2,3. or 4. 
2. The teacher Jsks a question. 
J. The teacher telb the students to ·put 
their heads together" to make sure that 
everyone on the team knows the answer. 
4. The teacher calls a number 11, 2, J, or 
4)' and students with th,1t number can 
raise their hands to respond . 
• 
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On Cooperative Learning: A Conversation with Spencer Kagan Brandt 
Ron, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/January 1'990. ' 
Stru(.ture 
Roundrobin 
Corners 
Match Mine 
Numbered 
Heads Together 
Color-Coded 
Co-op Cards 
Pairs Check 
Three-Step 
Interview 
Think-Pair-
Share 
Team 
Word-
Webbing 
Roundlable 
I nside-Oulside 
Circle 
Partners 
Jigsaw 
Co-op 
Co-op 
Bnel Desuiption 
Teambuilding 
Each student in turn shares something wllh his or her teammates. 
Classbuilding 
Each <tudent moves to a corner 01 the room repre5enting a teacher-determined 
,lltemative. Students discllss within corners. then listen to and paraphrase ideas 
from other corners. 
Communication Building 
Students attempt to mJtch the arrangement of objects on a grid of another student 
using oral communication only. 
Mastery 
The teacher asks a question. students consult to make sure everyone knows the 
answer, then one student is called upon 10 answer. 
Stucknts memorize facts using a flash card game. The game is structured SO that 
there is a maximum probability of success at each step. moving from short-term 10 
long·term memory. Scoring is based on improvement. 
Stud('nts work in pairs within groups of four. Within pairs students aiternale-one 
solve5 a problem while the other coaches. After every two problems the pair 
checks to see if they have the same answers as the other pair. 
Concept Development 
Students intervi('w edch other in pairs. first one way. then the other. Students each 
share with the group information they learned in the interview. 
Students think to thel1lselves on a topic provided by the teacher; they pair up with 
another student to discuss it; they then share their thoughts with the class. 
Students write simultaneou~ly on a piece of chart paper. drawing main concepts, 
supporting elements. and hridges representing the relation of ideas in a concept. 
Multifunctional 
Each student in turn writes one answer a< a p;lper Jnd a pencil ar!' pa5s('d around 
the group. With Simultaneous Roundtahle more than one pencil ano paper are 
used at once. 
Studpnts stand in pairs in two (oncentoc circles. The inside circle (aces out; the 
outside circle f,lces in. Students use tlash cards or respond to teacher questions JS 
they rotate to e"ch new partner. 
Studt'nts work in pairs to create or Illasler content. Thl'Y consult with partners from 
other t('ams. They then share their products or understanding WIth the other part-
ner p;lir in their team. 
Each student on the team becomes an "('xpert" on om' topic by working with 
nwmbers from other teams assigned the corr('sponding expert topic. Upon return-
in~ to their teams. each one in turn t('aches the group; and stud('nts are all assessed 
on all aspects of the topic. 
Studpnts work in groups to produce J pdrticul.lr group product tn sh,lre with the 
whole CI.15S; each studl'nt makes a particular contrihution to the group. 
Functions 
Academic & Soual 
Expre5'1ng id('as ,1Od opinions. ere· 
,ltion 01 stories. Equal p,JrI,( 'pJ-
tion. gelting dcqua;nted w,th 
teammates. 
Sl'€ing alternative hypothesI.'<;. val-
lies. prohlem-solving approaches. 
Knowin/l .md re~petling dir{pr· 
ent points oi view. meeling 
classmates. 
Vocanulary dewlopment. Com· 
munication skills. role·taking 
ahility. 
R('view. checking lor knowl('(lge. 
comprehension. Tutoring. 
Memorizing facts. Helping, 
prai.sing. 
Practicing skills. Helping, 
pr<lising. 
Sharing personal information such 
as hypotheses, reactions to a 
poem. conclusions from a unit. 
Pdrticipation, listening. 
Gener;lting and revising hypothe-
ses, indu(tive reasoning, deductive 
reasoning. application. Participa-
tlon. ;m·oh·ement. 
Analysis of concepts into compo-
nents, understanding multiple rela-
tions among id("l<. differentiating 
concepts. Rule.t"king. 
Assessing prior knowled!w. prac-
ticing skills, recalling informa\ron. 
cr('ating cooperative art. Team· 
buildillR participation 0/ .111. 
Checking for undprstanciing. 
review. procf!ssing. helping 
T uto"n!!. sh,lfin!!. m('etin.~ 
classmates. 
Mast('ry and prf'<ent.llion 01 new 
material. concept d('velopment. 
Presentation and commuO/c.lliun 
skills. 
Acquisition and presentat.on oj 
new m.lterial. review. inlormed 
deb,lle. Interdependence. s/.J/us 
equ.lliz.lticlIl. 
l('arning and sharing cnmrl('x 
material. nften wilh mllit.pl(' 
sourc('s; ev,lluation; appli( ation; 
analy<;is; synthf'<;is. Conllid reso-
lution. prf'Sen/.lrlOn skill<. 
1. Students achieve more in cooperative interaction. 
2. Students feel more positively about school, subject areas and 
teachers. 
3. Students are more positive about each other. 
4. Students are more effective interpersonally. 
5. Students have higher self esteem. 
6. It prepares students to function in society. 
THE TEACHERS ROLE IN COOPERATIVE LEARNING 
1. Clearly specify the objectives for the lesson. 
2. Make decisions about placing students in learning groups. 
3. Explain the task, goal structure and learning activity to the students. 
4. Monitor the effectiveness of the cooperative learning groups. 
5. Evaluate students' achievement and participation in the group. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR GETTING STARTED 
1. Make up the groups yourself. 
2. Seat students close to their group members. 
3. Start out with small groups. 
4. Integrate group work into your existing curriculum. 
5. Assign each student a job or role. 
6. Make expectations of group behavior clear. 
7. Observe and questions while students are working. 
8. After each session have each group answer two questions: 
-What did we do well today in working together? What could we do 
even better tomorrow? 
Susan E. Page 
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Concerns About Cooperative Learning 
1. Loss of Control 
• time limits 
• roles 
• student accountability 
2. Not All Students Will Contribute 
• structure task 
• student accountability 
• peer pressure 
• lose privilege 
3. Parents Will Object 
• grades will be higher 
• balance with individual 
• prepare ahead of time 
4. How to Get Started 
• use with existing curriculum 
• start with pairs 
• assign roles 
• use written response 
• keep time limit short 
POSSIBLE ROLES 
Reader-reads the groups materials out loud. 
Writer-carefully records the best answers of the group 
Reporter-shares the ideas of the group with the other members of the class 
Noise Monitor-uses a non-verbal signal to remind group members to quiet down 
Materials Handler-gets any materials or equipment needed by the group 
Encourager-watches to make certain everyone is participating and helps students 
change their behavior if needed 
Checker-checks on the comprehension of the group by asking group members to 
explain or summarize 
Praiser-helps members feel positive about their contributions to the group 
Prober-in a positive way, keeps the group from superficial answers by not allowing the 
members to agree too quickly 
Energizer-energizes the group when it starts to lag 
Summarizer-summarizes the materials so group members can check it again 
Asker For Help 
Time Keeper 
Question Asker 
Susan E. Page 
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COOPERATIVE STARTERS 
Thlnk-Palr-Share 
By Frank Lyman, Howard County Public Schools Staff Development Center. 
1. Students listen while the teacher poses a question. 
2. Students are given time to think of a response. 
3. Students then pair with a neighbor to discuss their responses. 
4. Finally, students are invited to share their responses with the whole group. 
Reading Groups 
Students read material together and answer the questions. Roles might include 
reader, recorder and checker. 
Worksheet Checkmates 
Two students work together to complete worksheets. One students reads, then 
suggests an answer; the writer either agrees or comes up with another answer. When 
both students understand and agree on an answer, the writer can write it. 
Homework Checkers 
Have pairs or small groups of students compare homework answers, discuss any they 
have not answered similar1y, then change their papers as needed and add the reason 
they changed an answer. The group members make certain their answers agree and 
staple the papers together. The teacher grades one paper from each group and gives 
group members that grade. 
OTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR COOPERATIVE LEARNING 
1. Construct a crossword puzzle over lesson vocabulary. 
2. Use vocabulary to write sentences or a story. 
3. Follow directions to make something. Origami is a good source. If the students 
have difficulty in working cooperatively, cut the numbered steps apart and distribute 
one to each member of the group. 
4. Following reading, allow students to work together discussing the key points of 
the selection and generate discussion questions. 
5. Students may enjoy cooperative reading. They reread selected parts of a story 
to each other or take turns sharing a new library book to compile a list of 
recommended readings. 
Recycle learning centers. Many of your learning centers from previous 
years can easily be adapted to cooperative learning stations. 
Susan E. Page 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COOPERATIVE LEARNING 
IN RESPONSE TO LITERATURE 
Before Reading 
1. Brainstorm 
• knowledge of genre 
• knowledge of theme 
• knowledge of topic 
• personal experience 
2. Preview and Predict 
• characters 
• setting 
• problem 
• from literature read previously 
While Reading 
. 1. Cooperative Reading 
2. Monitor Predictions 
3. Notes and Quotes 
• character traits 
• vocabulary 
• quotations 
• insights 
• information 
After Reading 
1. Roundtable Discussion 
2. Write 
3. Construct/Create 
4. Research 
5. Compare/Contrast 
• to other literature 
• to real life 
} record individually. but discuss with 
other group members after reading 
(roundtable discussion) 
-, 
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Cooperation Works!, Augustine, Dianne K, Gruber, Kristin D., and Hanson, 
Lynda R., EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/ January 1990. 
Cooperative Spelling Groups 
Here is a procedure we recommend for using cooperative groups to teach spelling. 
, First, in order to cullect data on individual spelling abilities, teach spelling in a 
I traditional individualistic setting for three or four weeks. Then form heterogeneous 
triads including one high-, one average-, and one low-scoring speller. Triads then 
work together to study spelling for the rest of the year in the following fashion: 
Day' -Prete5t. As teams sit together to take the pretest, they reach consensus on 
how to spell each word. Teams self-correct their pretests and note any troublesome 
words. 
Day 2 - Spelling game5 and activities. Teams choose from a variety of activities to 
study the unit wurds. For example, if teams "jigsaw" the words (Aronson et al. 1978), 
they divide word cards for the spelling unit equally among team members. Each 
student is responsible for studying his or her words and devising a strategy to teach 
the others how to remember those words. 
Any spelling games or activities are appropriate-as long as the students perceive 
a group goal. Everyone must learn to spell all the words, and everyone must 
understand that she or he will be held individually accountable on the test. 
Day 3-Practice test. Teams spend 5 minutes coaching each other in preparation 
for the test. Students take the practice test individually. After the test, teams 
reconvene (without pencils) to compare test papers. Teams tutor teammates who 
have misspelled words, then celebrate accurate papers. 
Day 4 - Study or free day. If all team members within a team have accurale 
praclice tests, that team earns free time. If any team member(s) misspelled a word, 
the enlire team uses this time to tutor the student(s). 
Day 5-Finalte5t. Teams spend 5 minutes coaching members who misspelled 
words on the practice test. These students retake the test individually. After the test, 
the entire team reconvenes (without pencils) to check test papers and praise each 
other's work. 
Teams in which every member masters his or her required number of words 
receive a reward. If one team member fails to reach mastery, the team does not earn 
the reward. This reward system promotes positive interdependence: a feeling of 
"we're in this together, sink or swim" (Johnson et al. 1988). The combination of peer 
pressure and peer support creates an environment where students feel accountable 
to each other for learning spelling. In this motivated atmosphere, individual spelling 
scores have always improved in our classes-in some cases increasing from 40 
percent accuracy to 100 percent accuracy. 
-Dianne K. Augustine, Kristin D. Gruber, and lynda R. Hanson 
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Cooperative Education: 
File Contents 
Due to the nature of the file, some explanation of how it is organized 
is necessary. The file consists of three different sets of folders: blue 
folders containing activities, lessons, books, etc ... for classroom use; 
yellow folders containing ideas for bulletin boards and classroom 
displays; red folders containing resources, articles, and suggestions for 
teachers. Within the different sections of files exist the following 
subheadings: accepting individual differences, cooperation, friendship, 
resolving conflict, responsibility, self-concept, and a section for 
miscellaneous topics. 
In the following pages, the contents of the files will be described. 
Because of the nature of the contents, some of the items may be grouped 
together on the descriptions. In addition, the bulletin board ideas, 
because they are best described by one's being able to see them, have 
been included in the descriptions as sketches. 
-0 
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Lessons, activities, 
etc ... 
Accepting individual differences 
The purpose of this section is to get children to realize that every 
human being is different, but also like others in many ways. Through the 
activities in this section, it is hoped that the students will become more 
accepting of those who are different from themselves. 
THE LINDA BROWN STORY--This lesson allows students to explore 
what it was like for black children to be excluded from certain schools and 
what happened when schools became desegregated. The lesson 
includes discussion and may be adapted to include role-playing as well. 
WHO ARE WE?--In this lesson, the students make a bulletin board 
display showing the many diverse groups within the class, such as boys, 
girls, Africans, Hispanics, ages, only child, oldest, youngest, etc ... 
Through this lesson, the students will realize that the class is composed of 
a very diverse group of people. 
LABELS--During this activity, students become aware of labels, how 
labels could hurt people, why people use labels, and ways to stop 
labeling. 
ALIKE AND DIFFERENT--Student will participate in a "mystery" of 
sorts--their job is to find how seemingly different objects{and people!) are 
alike. 
Through this, they will appreciate the fact that all things are alike and 
different in same way. 
FINGERPRINTS--This set of activities challenges students to find 
--
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another person who has the same fingerprints as they do. Through this 
lesson, the children realize that each person is unique, no matter how 
much he/she may be like another. 
--
Cooperation 
The purpose of the items in this section is to help children learn 
ways in which to work together. 
CAN WE HELP?--Students learn that people within a community must 
work together to get things accomplished. The students choose to 
volunteer as a class to do something useful in the community. They plan, 
carry out, and evaluate the operation(under teacher guidance). 
COOPERATIVE LOGIC PROBLEMS--Through this activity, students 
learn that working together to solve a problem is much more efficient than 
working alone. Each child in a group is given one clue to help solve the 
problem. The students may not show anyone else their clue, but may tell 
them about it. The students are also forced to come up with an effective 
strategy to solve the problems presented. 
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT ..• --Students work in groups of two to 
research a mutually interesting topic. Each group is responsible for 
choosing a topic, stating what they already know, deciding what they want 
to find out, finding the information, and sharing it with the class. The 
report format is provided for the children, and provisions have been made 
so that both must do some work. In addition, the students are provided 
with a step-by-step checklist to record their progress. 
COOPERATION COMPANY--Students are divided into groups where 
they must form a company. They must assign "jobs" and come up with a 
name and logo. The companies may then try to "earn money" by 
completing problems given by the teacher. The problems vary in worth 
according to difficulty. At the end of a specified amount of time, the 
companies will see who earned the most money. After this, the teacher 
may reassign groups and start again. This activity would be great as an 
on-going process for rainy days, substitute days, etc ... 
COOPERATION APPRECIATION--This "award" may be placed where 
students and teacher alike can use it to show someone how much help is 
appreciated or instances of cooperation noticed. 
---
Friendship 
The activities in this part of the file are intended to encourage 
children to think about what a friend is and how friendships are formed. 
They also promote friendly behavior toward those who may not be friends. 
FRIENDSHIP--TYPES, REASONS, AND BEING FRIENDLY--This 
lesson is actually a set of activities intended to take place over a period of 
time and may be repeated as needed. The teacher reads several books 
about friends to the class. The ones included here are .8.e.s1 Friends fQ[ 
Frances by Russell Hoban, A Worm's Ialftby Barbro Lindgren, and The 
Giving ~ by Shel Silverstein. After the books are read, the students are 
involved in many peer discussions and a couple of writing activities. A 
bulletin board to go with this lesson will be described later. It is hoped that 
the increased awareness of friends and how they are chosen, what 
makes a good friend, etc .. will encourage friendships and friendly 
behavior among students. 
**The teacher will want to add other books or stories of her own or those 
that the students write, tell, or bring in. 
--... 
Resolving conflict 
This section is intended to help children realize that conflicts may be 
resolved in a calm manner where each person has a chance to express 
him-/herself and where different solutions are tested(or at least 
considered}. 
ROLE-PLAYING--As in the friendship file, the activities here are lumped 
together and are intended to be adapted and used over a long period of 
time. Children are given situations involving conflict by the teacher, and 
use role-playing, with or without puppets/props. The students try several 
solutions suggested by the class, and each is evaluated carefully. Dolls 
and puppets may also be used for individuals or small groups to try 
solutions to problems. This type of activity could also be used to solve 
appropriate classroom conflicts that inevitably arise. Through this 
process, it is hoped that children will learn to listen to all sides of a 
problem and consider more than one solution. Once they are used to the 
process, incidence of classroom conflict may decrease. 
--
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Responsibility 
The activities listed here are intended to help students develop 
responsibility and take on more responsibility in their learning. 
DAILY GOALS--This form will help children keep track of individual 
progress of work completed during the day. Each child will be given a 
laminated form which contains six blanks. Each day, they will use 
markers provided by the teacher to copy the day's goals from the "goals 
bulletin board". As the child completes items on the list, he/she may 
check them off. As everyone in the child's group{seating arrangement) 
completes the item, all group members may check off the item on the 
group space provided. In addition, the bulletin board{seen later in these 
descriptions) will keep track of progress for the whole class. This helps 
the students assume more of the responsibility in meeting each day's 
goals, and helps the teacher to see which students have completed which 
items. 
WE DID IT ALL--This is a take-home form that the students complete at 
the end of each week. It contains spaces for the children to write seven 
things they did during the week. They take the form home to share with 
parents, brothers and sisters, etc ... This will help promote student pride in 
the work they do and also serves to keep families aware of classroom 
activities. 
REMINDERS--Students often forget things such as homework 
assignments, special days, etc... These forms will be made available to 
students who may have work to complete at home. They may copy the 
assignment(s) they need to complete onto the paper so that they, as well 
as parents, remember what the child is to do. In addition, if all the 
students need to remember to do something, bring something, or be 
aware of a special event, each of them will receive of the papers to take 
home. 
CONTRACTS--Some students have trouble in certain subjects or need 
--
some motivation for completing their work. The teacher may choose to set 
up a contract with these students. The student and teacher meet and 
define the problem, set a course of action, and decide how they will know 
when the contract has been fulfilled. For example, a student having 
trouble in spelling may make a contract to get a certain number of words 
correct on the test. He/she then decides(with teacher guidance) how to 
achieve the goal. They also decide how the contract will be fulfilled and 
what will happen after it has been fulfilled. This technique has proven 
quite effective in many classrooms and gives the student more control 
over the pace of his/her progress. 
RULE-MAKING--This activity helps students realize what makes rules 
necessary, how to determine if a rule is good or bad, and how rules are 
made and enforced. The teacher leads the students in discussions about 
rules, and also has them meet in small groups to come up with ideas of 
their own. In addition, each group is responsible for making one rule to 
be presented to the class for discussion and voting. Through this process, 
a set of classroom rules is created. The children then evaluate their rules, 
make changes as necessary, and decide what should happen if the rules 
are not followed. This whole process is carefully guided and monitored 
by the teacher, and gives the students some practice in responsibility. In 
addition, students are more likely to follow rules they helped to create. 
This activity may be used along with the lessons RULES, RULES, 
RULES, and RULES, RIGHTS, RESPONSIBILITIES. These 
lessons help students identify why rules are needed and allows them to 
discover the differences between rules, rights, and responsibilities. 
RESPONSIBILITY--The "lesson" presented here mayor may not be 
used as a lesson by the teacher. He/she may choose to instead present 
the ideas illustrated here during other activities. The lesson gives 
guidelines for helping students grasp the concept of responsibility. 
JOBS AND RESPONSIBILITIES--During this activity, students 
identify jobs and responsibilities they have, both at home and at school. It 
helps them to see that everyone has some type of responsibility, and that 
people may share some of the same responsibilities. 
ATTENTION!--These two papers, one stating "My Works Done!" and the 
other "Quiet--Kid Working!", will be laminated and each student will 
receive a set. When the child is working, he/she may display the 
appropriate sign so that others know not to disturb him/her. Likewise, the 
student who is finished with his/her work may display the other sign, 
letting others know that he/she is available for alternate activities. 
AWARDS--These awards are for teacher or student use and may given 
to those who have done a good job in meeting responsibilities. The 
awards promote student motivation to meet responsibility. 
Self-concept 
The activities described here are intended to improve student self-
concept and increase student self-awareness. 
WHO AM I?--This activity helps students become aware of how they are 
involved in class activities as an individual and how they contribute to 
class groups. Each student lists groups to which they belong and 
compare them with another who is in different groups than he/she is. The 
student pairs then decide how they contribute to their groups and how 
those groups would be different if they were not a part of the groups. The 
teacher should guide the listing of groups to assure that each students is 
in at least one group. 
PUZZLE COLLAGES--During this activity, the students and teacher 
learn about each other and see how many diverse people are needed to 
make up a group. The teacher gives everyone, him-/herself included, a 
giant paper puzzle piece. Magazines, scissors, and glue are provided, 
- and everyone creates a collage of words and pictures that describe 
themselves. When the collages are completed, the puzzle is assembled 
and put on he wall. Each person takes a turn to describe the collage 
he/she made. This activity helps students(and teacher) realize who they 
are and helps the class get acquainted. 
WEEK BY WEEK--This calendar, created and published by Learning 9.Q. 
in their July/August issue, suggests a set of activities for each week of the 
school year. The activities are intended to boost self-esteem, and are 
based on people such as Mark Spitz, Rosa Parks, etc ... who have 
overcome obstacles to achieve success. The activities are wide-ranging 
and include things such as "good job" bulletin boards, "wanted for 
goodness" awards, discussions, etc ... 
GETTING TO KNOW ME--This set of activities helps students get to 
know themselves by completing several "creative worksheets". In the first 
lesson, the students answer such questions about themselves such as 
where they would like to visit, what book they wish they had written, etc ... 
They next complete a set of self-portraits and list of accomplishments, 
goals, and what they have done that makes them proud. The students 
move on to an activity where they use a circle, one side illuminated by the 
sun and one darkened by lack of sun, to show their good and bad sides. 
Finally, the students fill in a chart, choosing the plant, animal, color, food, 
and gem or mineral that best describes them. At this time, the students 
get a chance to introduce themselves to small groups of which they are a 
part. If time allows, the teacher may decide to have the students introduce 
themselves to the whole class. 
A BOOK ABOUT ME--At different times through the year, the teacher 
will distribute sheets of paper with topics printed at the top. The topics 
include "The Best Thing That Ever Happened To Me ... ", "I Was Afraid 
When ... ", etc ... The students will write about themselves, using the topics 
as guides. The teacher may want to coordinate the writings with other 
topics covered, and should lead discussions before and after the students 
do the writing. The teacher then collects the papers, saving them until all 
topics have been covered, at which time the students will compile their 
papers into books about themselves, complete with self-portraits as 
covers. The books may be kept in the classroom library if the students 
wish to do so, but should eventually be sent home so the students may 
share them with their families. 
FAMILY PRIDE--5tudent self-concept can also be fostered through the 
development of family pride. This set of activities has students study the 
meaning of symbols used on family shields. The students evaluate their 
own families and design shields based on characteristics of their families. 
I'M IN A MOOD--Each student in the room will have access to sign s 
reading, "Today is NOT my day!" and "Catch me now--I'm in a good 
mood!" If a student is having a particularly bad day, he/she may want 
others to know so that they can steer clear. In addition, the student who is 
having a wonderful day or has good news to share may also want others 
to know.(The teacher is not exempt form using these signs!) 
A W A RDS--These awards are pick-me-ups and let students know that 
someone thinks they're wonderful! 
-Miscellaneous 
The items listed here are those that did not fit into a specific 
category, but were relevant to this file. 
MANNERS--This item suggests that teachers might promote the proper 
use of manners in the classroom by having the students role-play different 
situations or by using puppets to illustrate proper manners. It also 
reminds the teacher that the best way to get students to use good 
manners is for him/her to model them! 
BEING NOSEY--This lesson uses the book Nosey Mrs . .8al to get 
students to discuss reasons people are nosey, whether or not being 
nosey is good, and what to do if someone is being nosey. 
DEALING WITH FEARS--AII children are afraid of something, and in 
this lesson, the teacher uses the story .J..Qla Koala and. the Ten Times 
Worse Than Anything to start a discussion on fears and how to deal with 
them. The students break up into groups to discuss their own fears and 
how they might deal with them, and are encouraged to write or draw 
about their fears. 
SPEAK UP!--The book The McGoonys Have a Party is very funny, but 
here it is used to get students to think about what could happen when 
people do not speak clearly or listen to one another. After small group 
discussion, they write their own stories about what happened when 
people forgot to speak clearly or listen. 
L YING--During this lesson, the teacher reads Charlotte Cheetham: 
Master .Qf Disaster. Using it as a spring board, the students meet in 
groups and then as a class to discuss different types of lies, why people 
lie, and if lies are always bad or sometimes acceptable. 
SOMETHING GOOD--This activity is used to get students to find 
--
-
something good about seemingly bad situations. They are given a set of 
"bad" things by the teacher, and work in pairs to find good sides to the 
situations. The teacher may promote this practice by encouraging 
students to use it in their own lives, but should discuss with students 
whether it applies to things such as child abuse, drugs, etc ... 
CONNECTING WITH SENIOR CITIZENS·· The lessons here are to 
be used to give students a feeling of what it might be like to be a senior 
citizen and discover what senior citizens have to offer them and vice 
versa. 
--
Bulletin boards and 
displays 
The files in this section are arranged as in the activities files. 
Because of their nature, however, they will not be described in the same 
manner. The sketches of the boards have been xeroxed, with 
explanations included where necessary. 
All of the bulletin boards may be used as springboards for 
discussion, and many may be created by the students. 
Accepting individual differences 
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The following are examples of displays created by children, and that 
is how this display is intended to be created. The finished products are to 
be displayed in the hall for others to see. 
Student Artists Celebrate 
A World of Difference. 
Frank J. Nash 
Grade I 
Lmcoln Street School 
Cathy Freer 
Grade 11 
Mt. Pleasant High School 
t , 
\ .... -- .. 
Artwork on human relations themes 
by students in the greater Boston area 
and Albany; New York. Winners of art 
contests were chosen to lilustrate 
calendars. 
Michael Quick, Grade lO, Bristol Plymouth Techmcal High School 
Edward Snide 
Grade 10 
Albany High School 
Tisia Lewandowski 
Grade 2 
Roosevelt School 
Morgan Williams 
Grade I 
Shaker Road Elementary 
Heidi Getchell, Grade 12. Triton Regional High School 
::ducatJor. ana SOCIety, Wmter 1989 27 
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Christopher Robinson, Grade 2, Kmgston Elementary School 
Margaret Robinson 
Grade 4 
Albany Academy for Girls 
Hillary Moore 
Grade 10 
Doherty Memorial High School 
Joscelin Butt 
Grade 3 
Daniel Sauncie!"S School 
(Lawrence Grand Pnze Winner) 
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Prudence laRosa 
Grade 7 
Heatly School 
Dan Healy 
Gracie 9 
Albany High School 
Angela Chionchio 
Grade 9 
Doherty Memonal Higr. School 
Kerrin Carter 
Grade 5 
Dightor, Elementary School 
Milton Becker 
Grade 6 
Fonda·Fultonville Central School 
Stacey Lee Okerlund 
Grade 11 
Doherty Memonal High School 
t ~ ..... C t>.'N 
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Craig Williams 
Grade 8 
Koda Jr High School 
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Cooperation 
Instead of using the term sports, the teacher may want to change the 
title to read "Four Ingredients for Teamwork" or something of the sort. 
-
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EVERYBODY 
NEEDS A FRIEND 

Resolving conflict 
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-Responsibility 
r:= OWNING A PET 
i IS A RESPONSIBILITY 
-
-
-This display is to be accompanied by a list ot classroom enores.to 
be done by students. The name of the child assigned to each task will be 
posted as well and will change through the yea"",r,,'r_ "",""~~-.,,,-~,.,..~ 
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Each day, the teacher will write the goals for the day on the balloons 
and post them around the room. As each goal is accomplished during the 
day, that balloon will be moved to the clown. The main goal of each day is 
for the clown to have all the balloons before the day ends. 
.-
This display will point to a list of things the students need to 
remember to do. The list may include homework or merely remind them 
of a special event or day. 
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Self-concept 
This display is intended to be ongoing, and gives the students an 
opportunity to display some of their best work. Student papers deemed 
terrific for each student will be placed on the board for all to see. 
Be Your5elf 
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Self -Concepts 
. 
Salute to Reading Star. 
This is a very simple board to make. but it 
makes special students really feel positive 
about themselves. The purpose of this fun bul-
letin board is to recognize special students who 
do not always excel. On cut-out stars add pho-
tos of students putting forth an extra effort to be 
better readers. As the year progresses. change 
the title to salute whatever group you wish to 
recognize. HELEN TRAINOR 
BEAR HUGS 
LD STARSO n I I I I 
U 
n 
U 
LD Star. 
This display gives even the most battered ego 
a boost. The central part consists of school 
photos. snapshots. and newspaper clippings 
of former and current Learning Disabled stu-
dents. Children learn about well-known people 
who had learning difficulties. such as Thomas 
Edison. Nelson Rockefeller. Cher. Bruce Jen-
ner. and others. Each student does a short 
report on one of these and finds pictures of 
these famous people. They arrange their re-
ports and photos around the central part of the 
bulletin board. ROBERTA LING 
Bear Hug. 
With all the current enthusiasm about bears. use that 
symbol to recognize students of the month. Create a 
hall bulletin board with a bear for each grade or sec-
tion. Each week or month. place names and pictures 
of each grade's special student in the bears' arms. For 
a classroom board. devote a corner to one bear who 
hugs a special student each week. 
PATTI VALLADOLID 
5T UDE NTS OF THE MONTH 
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Self ·Concepts 
Who??? 
This bulletin board features a rhyming couplet describing a positive trait of 
each child in the room. The class-created couplets are printed on long strips of 
white paper, together with photos of the recipients. Mounted on larger pieces 
of bright paper, the couplets are placed informally on the board. A sample 
couplet is: Who??? lis our expert at guide-word skills? IShe knows high comes 
between hiccup and hills. CAROLGENE WOLF 
GE"TII NG To kNow ... 
I STuDENTS NAM£ I 
Someone Special/Getting to Know ••• 
These boards recognize a different student each week. Names may be written on 
slips of paper and drawn to see who has which week. A large silhouette or name 
card is the focus of the boards. That child brings family pictures, pictures of 
favorite foods, ribbons and trophies won, certificates, favorite stuffed animals, 
parts of a hobby collection, and other memorabilia to display and share. 
HANNA GLEIBERMAN, BARBARA KRAATZ, BETTY W. HENDRIX 
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Something to Smile about 
Use this idea two or more times a year. 
Early in the year students create self-
portraits. They place them on large col-
ored paper with corners pinched to 
make a frame. Around the portraits they 
paste words cut from magazines and 
newspapers that they feel describe 
themselves. Repeat the project later in 
the year, with new nouns and adjectives. 
It will be interesting to compare the por-
traits and word choices. 
ELSIE ONYCHUK 
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News Flash 
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All children have something they can do well. 
Have them involve their athletic or cooking abil-
ities, for example, to create personal news sto-
ries of some incredible or fantastic accom-
plishment. Stories, with black-and-white self-
portraits, are glued on the front page of a local 
paper and the front pages displayed on the 
bulletin board. MARGEE PFEIFER 
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Here WeAre 
Each month have primary children draw self-portraits, 
always using the same size paper. Write names and 
dates on each picture. Put the new pictures on top of 
the old ones. Parents, school staff, and the children 
themselves will enjoy looking at and comparing pic-
tures. At the end of the year staple all portraits to-
gether and send them home as a record of the child's 
growth. A special bonus is that this is a great way to 
store the pictures. HARRIET HUTCHINSON 
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Our Hall of Fame 
On large sheets of pastel paper, each student 
writes his or her name vertically, using bold 
black letters. After a discussion of words that 
describe people, kids seiect words to describe 
themselves that begin with the letters in their 
names and write these beside the letters. 
Mounted on the board with the title, "Our Hall of 
Fame," the board is a good way for children to 
think seriously about themselves. 
L a.u.~nah\e. 
A rhs+iC 
R e.mnr\c.DHe. 
R ea.\\'j nw 
y ou.n~ 
M~,+,tb1t 
GAIL BOUTILIER 
Self ·Concepts 
Guess What's on Our 
Minds 
Precede this board with a 
class discussion on how stu-
dents feel about ~ subject or 
event, about problems and 
solutions, about hobbies, 
wishes, dreams for the fu-
ture. From magazines, they 
collect pictures and words re-
lating to their ideas. As they 
do that, you sketch sil-
houettes. Tape large white 
paper to a wall. Have a child 
stand in profile in front of the 
paper with the overhead pro-
jector shining on him or her. 
Sketch the silhouette in pen-
cil. Children trace their out-
lines with crayon, cut them 
out, and fill the areas with the 
collected words and pictures. 
Place silhouettes on colored 
paper; arrange in a pleasing 
display. ROSEMARY ISSA 
GERMANOS 
OUR HALL OF FAME 
DODD 
DODD 
DOD 
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trc' It ALl. 
We're All a Family Under One Sky 
Use this board to emphasize friendship with children of 
other grades, races, faiths, and ages. Enlarge the figure at 
the left and cut one for each child. If paper is folded accor-
dion-style, many can be cut at a time. This board shows the 
friendship of kindergartners with fifth grade reading bud-
dies. Each kindergartner and his or her buddy is colored, 
cut out, and the two (or more) dolls are tied together with 
yarn after punching holes in the hands so they clasp hands. 
GINGER MCINTOSH 
ill.t'*Itt4ttiiftt 
...&.. ,. ----1 0 cP :. ~ :=-:1 ..a.. First Families 
'][ :~'::.'- '. ;: -_.-~-:-::::::: ~I lf . Everyone has a story to tell-especially a first 
.t \: :-- - :-' ~ - :: f grader-about his or her family. Have chil-
.a.. :: ~-' ; . .9 g .. Q. :1..a.. dren write paragraph~ about their families. 
"][ j. JIt t;:::p : -.,I'~I..~ 'J[' Those here are put Into a computer and 
t 'IB" '14NIJ.IS D ..I... printed ~n printouts. The printout~ are iIIus-I;--~_. ___ , .... ..... lit trated wIth crayons or markers. It IS not nec-..1...1: ~-;. r~=- .~ D ...a. essary to use computer printouts; any kind of 
l[' \; :- -;; :; I~ ~:c-~ ~- Jf~ : ')[ paper will work. Family pictures from home 
...I.. : v r'-:l:1 : ==- ~. !: >_ -: : ~ ...I.. add interest. Using the pattern above, kids cut 
It e i en .'j d- ~ i: ::--=.--:-: X strips of hand-holding children for a border . 
..&. D :I);I-~' : ...a. Stories, photos, and border are mounted on 
X '-.~==--' X dark blue background. SIDNEY A. FRYE 
tititititti4t4ffft 
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Swinging Along 
Children need to realize how they are different and at the same time alike. After 
talking about differences and likenesses, they draw pictures of themselves with 
upraised arms. Their pictures show them wearing the same clothes they have on 
that day. Pictures are cut out and glued to a strip of brown paper for a 
swingboard. Two pieces of yarn are glued to the bottom of the swing and the 
other ends to a part of a letter in the title. KAREN SCHEERMESSER 
PEOPLE ARE LrkE JAckO'LANTERNS ••• 
6~~ . ~ @ 
® rJ~ No Two ARE 
People Are Like Jack O'Lanterns 
The title says it all. Use it in primary grades to stress same color, same number of eyes, a nose, and so 
how we are all individuals and how, as humans, we on, yet each is very unique and different. Variations 
are alike and yet different. Distribute orange paper of this idea are prevalent: flowers, houses, dogs, or 
on which children draw and cut out pumpkin anything else with which students are familiar. Help 
shapes. Youngsters add features and display the children recognize the same things among them-
shapes on the board. Have a class discussion on selves, and they will begin to recognize how special 
Jack O'Lantern characteristics: They all have the they all are. PERRY STIO 
1i&kC £ 
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FREE KNOWLEDGE Free Knowledge 
EVER'f DA'f If) Students will appreCiate the humor in this board, yet at the same time real-ize its significance. Create a large sil-houette of a child and inside the brain 
area put cut-paper gears meshed to-
gether. To make the activity more fun, 
make silhouettes of each of the stu-
dents in your class, using the light 
from the overhead, and change 
weekly. Around the head add the 
days of the school week and fac-
similes of textbooks or any other rele-
vant items. Each morning, ask kids if 
they have their own containers for the 
day's free knowledge. LOIS PALAGI 
Leaves are Falling ••• 
Create a large cut-paper tree from brown paper. 
Stuff slightly with newspaper and staple along 
edges. Place on side of board. Students cut out 
colored leaves. Brainstorm for ideas on ways to 
maintain a good school attitude. Write a few 
ideas on some of the leaves and add to the 
board. Have blank leaves for students to write 
their own suggestions. Each morning talk about 
some of the leaves. PAULA J. FAUSTINI 
,. S 
Special Stuff 
This permanent kindergarten board 
holds all the things children bring 
proudly to school-pictures, practice 
papers, homemade notes. Accept 
and recognize all efforts. Clear it off 
each month and start over. 
MERIDYTH DUKE 
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.lACKE JOVN:R·KERSEE 
QiyrrOIC trock and fJeld s10r 0tII._: Poverty and health problem 
IQS!IYroI 
~: '966 Sullivan .AlMJrd as the top 
US ana1euf athlete (rarely given to ~l 
'988 ()IyrrpIc gold-medal WIr'ne' ond worId-
TKOI'd setter in the long Jump and the 2-day 
7-E?'1e1"lthePtoltll()r1 
"~. 
-
You find ways (lround obstacles, ThaI's the determination, 
You practice and practice, That's the hard wor/(, 
When your hard work pays off, you take pride in your achievement, 
"Ewryone'l 
raw material. I 
wanl 10 be a 
goodslaa-t 
01 posslbHlt .... " 
ult you want 
-'hIngbad 
-sIII,ltyou 
putyawmnd 
Iolt,t--' 
nothkIg you 
can't dO In INs 
wurId." 
JIM KYTE 
Detensemon P1,tsburgn PenguInS 
Obstacle: 60 percenT hearing loss 
Ac~: Prote5SK)l1(J1 hOCkey pIa,ef, founoier 
01 a hOCkev sch(X)i IOf heorng-lI'T'p:Jired youngsteMS 
That's "" ... 5,-". 
"SMilie 
posslblltles, 
notllle 
obslac .... " 
t, , 
114 
,1 
i(" ~, 
,;1. ' 
,,~. , 
f,j' 1} r ,~ ,,-~ \\ 
'~tt~ 
'~ "~ 
, .. ~'" -, 
? • ~ ", 71", 
J \ t r 
j. j,f,\' 
~, "J ~~~-
ANTHONY ''SPUD'' WEBB 
Guard, AIIan'a HawI<s 
ObItacle: COOSIdered too Shoft for 
0<0 bel (5'6') 
ActlMwnWnt; 1986 NBA sbm-dunk 
chamP (I\.tT'lPS 42 InChes stroghl up) 
"A shootoUt-
you may be 
hislory. A home 
run-you can 
~hlllory. 
Ewn II you 
strla-ouI,you 
at tealt v-t 
another 
ObItac": FOlmer irY'Ier -CIty gang teoder 
k_: '969 Na'l()nOIleague ""'" I<]JuobIe PIa',e< 
and hOrne-run chanD 
, , •• ' ~I~I ~N" • 
- • .l cA-,,,' 
You're Never Too Old IOrTooYoungl 
~I_c...-. :~ .... ,--I 8orfI1907. .... , ... , i In school, Ib:heI - , Corson found she , ,j ~\od bdogy end ~ marne zoology ....., bet1e< Ihon 
Eng!'" and ".,...y Bu1 he.- .- turned out 
Ie be her best ~ Her scientific 
vvrJtng mode peopi@ see how fhey 'M!ln!l 
hurting the ef"IVII"orlrnent 
~' IAlo..-1-.... I medaht.cIiscu. -: eorn 1936 I Noone" ..... ~,' h,""y,of ..... , OIyn-pO hod ~. I e"o/Ief" won 0 gold ~ ~nlt-esome 
sport 1"'1 four gomes, one right of1er the 
other Then AI Oerter and hs discus come 
ak>no He _ ..... gold n 1956, 1960, 
1964, end 1968 No """'" 
1]-- ---I Anno Mary ~. I Robertaon --~ I ="a60. ~, '''''961 ':, I Grandma Moses , .. cidn', sell 0 ~ ... 1 pc:lII1tng f~1 she 
-...os 78~so6d 
And she rright ~ quit there "If I con', 
"",10. enaugI> money """,,,,,," ~ said, 
'Tit go I:x:Jck to rOlsing c:hic:kens ~ luckily, 
ner P'C1ures W@f@ ...ery popular 
~--- . --~=~ :-i -.rn 1M7 .I ; Nolan Ryan didn't tIrl "'-'" about - bo_..roro. • .....,t,er. he started - p<Octw>g Bu1h, '_ ' l009-".,n1m1bol 
'"\Os nobbed r.., some big ones He's the 
all.flf'Tle rnapor Ieogve leader In no-~rs 
and career stnkeouts Nolan's no sbx:h 
Hes oIwoys procticrog to slay sharp 
, Laura IngaIs 
~:~ f} : """'167, I. ! .... d 19" • Instead of rf!'tiring . . .. when most peop6e •• ... do, Lovro Ingels ~~ Wtlder began 0 new Canter-
wrrtng down her memories of growilg ~ 
011 the wild fronter PeopI.! IoYed her 
stones Years Ictef, fhey ~re tumed nto 0 
'eiev'slQIl show, "Lrttie House Of' the Prorie ~ 
( 
o 10 20 30 
,\ 
40 50 60 
Rachel Cao-son .... _ Si/enIt 
Spr"" w!-en ~', 55, The 
boo« .....ams that usng 
pesticides on crops is deadly 
Angry chemIcoI ComporlleS SCJ)Y 
pesticides ore par! of 
"progress," Rochd doesn't 
bock dawn 
70 
Iv age 65, Lauro Ingalls Wilder 
pubOshe, /he uffle '*""" in ... 
Big V\6ods, fhe first of her many 
books sre ....,.ites her stories by 
hand on lined paper. Soon, she'll 
onswer letters from young 
reeders 1he some 'NCI'f 
80 90 100 YEARS 
-~:ri I !-c77""'ill 
• 
G<<nl"", _, 101 
""". aid, paints /b1bow. ......... of 
almost 2,000 cobfU 
scenes of her form life 
~90 Postel 
( 
--
-
Miscellaneous 
&3 ~1S @ru[J [J~ 150o~@~1 
p ~ 
=---~::: ~ 
c.-=~~~~K \ ~ 
-----
R emember the 90lden rule 
-
I I r I J I I I 
DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD 
HAVE OT~IERS. DO UNTO YOU. 
I I I I ( I I I I ( I I 
I 
SHARE IL~~I DO NOT 5ULLY WELCOME 
100 NOT ~'DICULE NEWCOMERS 
- TIIE5E ME NOT'~SSf1,OI?D5 
-
. ! 
> GOOD CITIZENS < 
- )5ET GOOD EXAMPLE5 < 
.-
I LOSE WELL I I WIN GRACEFULLY.! 
NUR5ER'r' SCHOOL 
o 
AROUND YOUR TOWN 
-,-
- that b· 
'1170: 
-
-

'. 
FAMILY? 
For most people, hofldays are a time to be with 
famiy. But this year, Aaron, in the red striped 
shirt, will spend the ho6doy with his friend Jamar, 
and Jomon family. All this got Aaron thinking: 
What~ a family exactly? Must it always tlcMI a 
father and mother? Could it tlcMI a stepfather, 
naif-sister, grandparents, or cousins? What 
about pets? Con a close friend feel ike a 
brother? 
Write a story describing one of the families in 
these Rlrk Voew Apor1menls. Now. draw a 
6 x 6-inch· of your hofoday family. lake 
in this room. 
• Mom - h"bysit 
Carmelita for an hour 
• Dad - sweep out 
his car 
• Carmelita - read 
her a story 
• Jose -let him pick TV 
shows next Saturday 
• Uncle Arturo - bake 
his favorite cookies 
• My friend Felicia-
empty her lunch tray 
for a week 
• Mrs. Washington-
clean off her desk 
after school 
• Max-take him on 
a long walk 
,-
',-" 
Articles and sources for 
teachers 
Accepting individual differences 
A Fresh Approach to Fighting Prejudice, Ferguson, Linda W. and Salazar, 
Maria G., EDUCATION AND SOCIETY: Summer 1988. 
Soothing the Sting of Rejection, Campbell, Joan Daniels, LEARNING '90: 
September 1990. 
You Can Help Reduce Children's Prejudices, Gore, Deborah, CREATIVE 
CLASSROOM: September 1990. 
Cooperation 
Bibliography on cooperative learning, compiled by Dr. Susan Page. 
Cooperation Works!, Augustine, Dianne K., Gruber, Kristin D., and 
Hanson, Lynda R., EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 
1989/January 1990. 
Involving Students in Cooperative Learning, Adams, Dennis N., 
TEACHING K-8: April 1990. 
Literature and Cooperative Learning--A Perfect Match!, Page, Susan E. 
On Cooperative Learning: A Conversation with Spencer Kagan, Brandt, 
Ron, EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: December 1989/January 1990. 
Time for a Change?, O'Neal, Judy, TEACHING K-8: March 1990. 
You Can Choose, a brochure through which teachers may order a video 
entitled "Cooperation". 
--
Friendship 
Getting Along with Others, "On the Personal Side", BETTER TEACHING: 
November 1989. 
The Human Race Club, film series on friendship offered by KNOWLEDGE 
UNLIMITED. 
Making a World of Difference, Golub, Ellen, EDUCATION AND SOCIETY: 
Winter 1989. 
--
-
Resolving conflict 
Brochure from CHILDREN' CREATIVE RESPONSE TO CONFLICT; may 
send for books or sign up for workshops. 
-Responsibility 
You Can Choose!, a brochure through which a video entitled "Being 
Responsible" can be ordered. 
-Self-concept 
The Affirmation of Self, Morris, Jimmy Oliver, TEACHING K-8: 
August/September 1990. 
Catalog, HODGES BADGE CO., through which buttons, ribbons, etc .. may 
be ordered. 
Increasing Self-esteem, "On the Personal Side", BETTER TEACHING: 
June 1988. 
Praise Your Child, lists 11 0 ways to say "good Job". 
The Power of Choice,LlVE WIRE VIDEO PUBLISHERS, through which a 
video entitled "Self-esteem" may be ordered. 
Raising Self-esteem, Vertanen, Karen, NANNY TIMES: February 1990. 
Self-esteem: No New Trend, "On the Personal Side", BETTER 
TEACHING: December 1989. 
Tell Me, How An I To Touch You?, Lantrip, Cheryl Cheatham. 
Very Good, Broman, Betty and Shipley, Sara, lists 68 ways to say "very 
good". 
.- ... 
Miscellaneous 
Calendar of special days, weeks, and months relevant to this file . 
. -
-
